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This is a pretty little pressed glass salt 
cellar that I have kept on the roll-top desk 
in my antique study for many years, 
serving as a paper clip holder.  It likely 
once had a small spoon.  It is 2½" square.   
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I don't know the family history of this salt cellar, but the most likely background is that it is a Holwell item.  
The other best choice would be that it was passed down from the Moore line.  It is now going to second cousin, 
Patrick Holwell, since the odds are it is on his side, based on the amount and types of artifacts Grandma passed 
on to me from her Holwell branch.   
 
It was interesting researching the history of salt cellars.  As with most everything, there is a wide variety of 
styles, materials, and shapes online, many for sale as vintage items.  

"A salt cellar (also called a salt and a salt pig) is an article of tableware for holding and dispensing salt. Salt 
cellars can be either lidded or open, and are found in a wide range of sizes, from large shared vessels to small 
individual dishes. Styles range from simple to ornate or whimsical, using materials including glass, ceramic, 
metals, ivory, wood, and plastic.  Use of salt cellars is documented as early as classical Rome. They continued 
to be used through the first half of the 20th century; however, usage began to decline with the introduction of 
free-flowing salt in 1911, and at last, they have been almost entirely replaced by salt shakers.  The word salt-
cellar is attested in English from the 15th century. It combines the English word salt with the Anglo-Norman 



word saler, which also meant 'salt-cellar.'  Salt cellars are known by assorted names, including open salt, salt 
dip, standing salt, master salt, and salt dish. A master salt is the large receptacle from which the smaller, 
distributed, salt dishes are filled; according to fashion or custom, it was lidded or open, or covered with a cloth. 
A standing salt is a master salt, so-named because it remained in place as opposed to being passed.  A trencher 
salt is a small salt cellar located next to the trencher (i.e., place setting).  Open salt and salt dip refer to salt 
dishes that are uncovered.  During the Middle Ages, elaborate master salt cellars evolved. Placed at the head 
table, this large receptacle was a sign of status and prosperity, prominently displayed. It was usually made of 
silver and often decorated in motifs of the sea. In addition to the master salt, smaller, simpler salt cellars were 
distributed for diners to share; these could take forms as simple as slices of stale bread.  The social status of 
guests could be measured by their positions relative to the master's large salt cellar: high-ranking guests sat 
above the salt while those of lesser importance sat below the salt.  The advent of the Industrial Revolution in the 
late 18th to early 19th centuries rendered both salt and salt cellars commonplace.  From about 1825, pressed 
glass manufacture became an industry and thrived; because they were easy to mold, salt cellars were among the 
earliest items mass-produced by this method.  Salt shakers began to appear in the Victorian era, and patents 
show attempts to deal with the problem of salt clumping, but they remained the exception rather than the norm. 
It was not until after 1911, when anti-caking agents began to be added to table salt, that salt shakers gained 
favor and open salts began to fall into disuse.  Silver, glass, china, 
pewter, stoneware and other media used in the creation of tableware are 
collectible and have most likely been collected for centuries. By 
extension, salt cellars first became collectible as pieces of silver, glass, 
etc.  Whether because of their commonness (and hence affordability), 
or the wide variety of them, or because of their slide into anachronism 
and quaintness, salt cellars themselves became collectible at latest by 
the 1930s." 

                formal place setting for a 12-course dinner; individual salt cellar at top of place setting 

 
To refine a tidbit from this account, I was intrigued with a term new to me, "salt pig!"   So, 
now I know.  
 
"A salt pig is a container used to hold salt, to make it easily accessible to pinch or spoon 
measure into dishes. They are available in many materials, but are generally ceramic, 
porcelain, earthenware or clay. The earthenware construction of a salt pig can help keep the 
salt from clumping in humid kitchens. According to the blog Mundane Essays, research 
showed the origin of the term 'salt pig,' as the use of 'pig' is found in Scots and northern 
English dialect meaning an earthenware vessel.  The earthenware part of salt pigs is key. 
Whatever the shape, their interiors are usually unglazed ceramic to help absorb any 

moisture in the air to keep salt wonderfully dry.  Salt pigs have large, curved openings 
which make salt easily accessible during cooking.  The curve helps with preventing bits of 
debris and dust getting into the cooking.  They are often sold with little scoops." 
 

 

 

 

"Salt is the sea that could not return to the sky. 

           ….inscription on Slovenian Piran salt packages 


